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Abstract: The deposition of thin Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) layers was performed by a chamberless
metalorganic chemical vapour deposition process, and trends in growth rates were compared with
computational fluid dynamics numerical modelling. Dimethylcadmium and diisopropyltelluride
were used as the reactants, released from a recently developed coating head orientated above the
glass substrate (of area 15 × 15 cm2). Depositions were performed in static mode and dynamic
mode (i.e., over a moving substrate). The deposited CdTe film weights were compared against the
calculated theoretical value of the molar supply of the precursors, in order to estimate material
utilisation. The numerical simulation gave insight into the effect that the exhaust’s restricted flow
orifice configuration had on the deposition uniformity observed in the static experiments. It was
shown that > 59% of material utilisation could be achieved under favourable deposition conditions.
The activation energy determined from the Arrhenius plot of growth rate was ~ 60 kJ/mol and was
in good agreement with previously reported CdTe growth using metalorganic chemical vapour
deposition (MOCVD). Process requirements for using a chamberless environment for the inline
deposition of compound semiconductor layers were presented.

Keywords: CFD modelling; chamberless inline process (CIP); MOCVD; cadmium telluride

1. Introduction

The growth rate of thin-film Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) using metalorganic chemical vapour
deposition (MOCVD) has been found to be sensitive to both substrate temperature and reactant
partial pressures [1], presenting a complex transport and kinetic process. Among the various
deposition techniques used for CdTe growth, MOCVD is a favourable method, allowing control of the
microstructure and stoichiometry of the films [2–4]. MOCVD is an attractive method for depositing
CdTe and another group II-VI compound semiconductor thin films [5,6]. It has been conventionally
associated with a low-pressure batch process for the fabrication of optoelectronic devices [7], including
multi-junction III-V photovoltaic cells for space applications [8]. Physical vapour deposition (PVD)
techniques, such as closed-space sublimation (CSS) [9] or vapour transport deposition (VTD), are more
commonly used for the deposition of thin-film CdTe for photovoltaic (PV) applications. For example,
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First Solar has achieved a low production cost of ~$0.49 per watt using VTD for commercial CdTe PV
modules [10], whereas the efficiency has been increased to 21%, as reported by Green et al. [11]. Since
PVD techniques are generally associated with vacuum processing, an alternative non-vacuum and
scalable deposition processes, such as chamberless MOCVD, are desirable. Material utilisation of 40%
for MOCVD of CdTe and conversion efficiency exceeding 11% for the fabricated CdTe solar cell devices
have already been demonstrated using an inline reactor design [12,13].

Gas flow behaviour has a significant impact on the uniformity and reproducibility of coatings
produced by MOCVD. In a previous paper, we reported the modelling of a vertical low-pressure
MOCVD reactor geometry [14], providing an understanding of the film growth mechanism and
complex chemical reactions.

Our group used computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling in the development of the coating
head [15] for the chamberless coating setup described in the present paper. In a precursor to the work
reported in this paper, Yang et al. [16] conducted three-dimensional (3D) simulations using CFD code –
Fluent, investigating the effects of various conditions on CdTe film growth in an inline MOCVD reactor,
where precursor gas flows were delivered normally to the direction of substrate translation. There,
the sequential reactions involved in the CdTe deposition process were significantly simplified by the
adoption of a proposed global surface reaction.

This paper focused on two aspects of our chamberless inline MOCVD process: (1) the influence and
optimisation of the exhaust restricted flow orifice (RFO) configuration, related to the deposition profile
in static mode (i.e., on a stationary substrate), and (2) the effects of key deposition parameters on the
pyrolysis of CdTe in the dynamic mode (i.e., on a moving substrate), including substrate temperature
(Ts), precursor concentration (Pcon) and total gas flow (Ftotal). The deposition profiles, measured film
thicknesses and material (chemical precursor) utilisation were correlated to CFD simulations.

2. Experimental Section

The experiments were carried out using a chamberless inline system, incorporating 6 individual
coating heads capable of depositing different materials by MOCVD [17]. A single coating head on this
system was used to deposit the CdTe layers reported in this work. Precursor gas flows were released
from the coating head normal to the glass substrate being deposited on. The coating head consists of a
precursor delivery system, surrounded by containment curtain flows (CCF) and a balanced flow exhaust
system, which is pressure and flow controlled by a combination of regulated extraction and individual
RFOs positioned around the deposition zone of the coating head [15]. Figure 1 shows a projection
view of these components in the plane of substrate deposition, along with Figure 2 showing the
over-layer grid system used for the analysis of deposition characteristics in static and dynamic modes.
The chemical precursors used were dimethylcadmium (DMCd) and diisopropyltelluride (DIPTe) for
cadmium (Cd) and tellurium (Te), respectively. High purity hydrogen (H2) gas (99.995%) was used
for the main carrier gas, and nitrogen (N2) gas (99.9995%) was used for CCF. The heated stage was
motion controlled and able to be positioned under any 1 of the 6 coating heads. Heating was achieved
through infrared quartz elements radiating toward a graphite susceptor upon which the glass sample
was mounted. The stainless steel surface temperatures of the coating head and the heated stage were
maintained at 20–30 ◦C by using a closed-loop water cooling system. The temperature on the substrate’s
surface corresponded to the average surface temperature measured during temperature calibration
(Figure 3). The set-point temperature from the controller was compared with the averaged measured
substrate surface temperature (from 3 different areas) and was within ±10 ◦C over a 15 × 15 cm2 area
centrally located on the heated zone.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the coating head components [15]. The dashed edges (a–d) 

represent the containment curtain flows (CCF), the single solid line represents the precursor delivery, 

the dark solid grey shaded line represents the flow guide plate, the hashed square represents the 

active exhaust, surrounding the deposition area, and the black dots (RFO-A and RFO-B) represent the 

extraction points. The discontinuous light grey band represents the substrate width, while the central 

arrow indicates the direction of travel [17]. RFO: restricted flow orifice. Reproduced with permission 

from MOCVD for solar cells, a transition towards a chamberless inline process; published by Elsevier, 

2015. 

           

      

 
 
  
 

 

        
  

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the over-layer grid system used for analysis on the substrate 

plane. Note that the dashed line is the “over-layer grid system” and only a guide to the eye for the 

profilometry measuring points. 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the coating head components [15]. The dashed edges (a–d)
represent the containment curtain flows (CCF), the single solid line represents the precursor delivery,
the dark solid grey shaded line represents the flow guide plate, the hashed square represents the
active exhaust, surrounding the deposition area, and the black dots (RFO-A and RFO-B) represent
the extraction points. The discontinuous light grey band represents the substrate width, while the
central arrow indicates the direction of travel [17]. RFO: restricted flow orifice. Reproduced with
permission from MOCVD for solar cells, a transition towards a chamberless inline process; published
by Elsevier, 2015.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the over-layer grid system used for analysis on the substrate
plane. Note that the dashed line is the “over-layer grid system” and only a guide to the eye for the
profilometry measuring points.
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Figure 3. Controller temperature set-point vs averaged measured substrate surface temperature.

CdTe layers were deposited on 3 mm thick 20 × 30 cm2 NeoceramTM (Ceramic Glass Ltd.,
Loughborough, England) type glass rectangles for static mode operation. The area and coverage of
the deposited (Adep) layers were assessed over the central 15 cm × 15 cm area using the over-layer
grid system shown in Figure 2 (static), by which any spread in the deposited film thickness and the
deposited volume (vexp) of the material was determined. The material utilisation (Uvmat) was calculated
using Equation (1).

Uvmat =
vexp

vtheor
× 100% (1)

where vexp was calculated using:
vexp = d×Adep (2)

where d is the average film thickness, Adep is the deposited area, νtheor is the theoretical volume of CdTe
deposit, limited by the molar supply of the metal-organic precursor [10], which was calculated using
the relationship

vtheor =
pmoFmotdNA

22.4
×

a3
0

4
(3)

where pmo and Fmo are the partial pressures and the mass flow rate, respectively, of the limiting
precursor (DiPTe in this series of experiments), td is the deposition time, NA is the Avagadro constant,
a0 is the lattice constant of CdTe (6.48 Å). The RFO diameters were varied from 0.5 to 1.0 mm, and the
differential pressure of the active exhaust was controlled from −5 to −15 Torr (relative to ambient
pressure).

For the dynamic mode experiments, CdTe layers were deposited on 3.2 mm thick 15 × 15 cm2

TECTM C15 glass substrates provided by NSG Pilkington (Nippon Sheet Glass Co Ltd., Mita Minato-ku,
Tokyo), moving at a translation speed (vsub) of 1.8 cm/min. The mass deposit (mexp) and d were
measured from a 5 × 5 cm2 specimen cut out from the centre of the substrate after deposition, due to the
size restriction on the micro-balance used. The material utilisation based on gravimetric measurements
(Uwmat) was calculated from:

Uwmat =
mexp

mtheor
× 100% (4)

The resolution of the measured mass mexp was 0.1 mg (micro-balance resolution). The theoretical
mass (mtheor) of the deposit was calculated using:

mtheor = vtheor × ρCdTe (5)
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with ρCdTe being the density of CdTe (5.86 g/cm3 at 25 ◦C) [18]. In these experiments, the deposition
surface temperature (Ts) was varied between 305 ◦C and 470 ◦C, the precursor concentrations (i.e., partial
pressures) were varied from 1.38 to 3.48 Torr for DMCd and 0.44 to 1.08 Torr for DiPTe, and FTotal from
0.5 to 1.0 L/min.

The layer thicknesses in static and dynamic modes were measured using a Veeco Dektak 150
(Veeco Instruments Inc. Planview, New York, United Staes) stylus profilometer over the available data
points (Figure 2). The dynamic growth rates (GR) given were determined using the averaged final
thickness in relation to the time of deposition, td (i.e., duration of substrate passing through the active
deposition zone).

3. Numerical Modelling

Simplified 2D and 3D models of the coating head delivery system were developed, using a
combined mesh not exceeding 100,000 cells for 2D and 700,000 cells for 3D to define the numerical
model. In order to correlate simulation with experimental data, a surface chemical reaction was
applied for the 2D model for simplification. The 3D model employed H2 and N2 as the mass species,
presenting the deposition profile of H2 on the substrate, determined by the CCF, RFO configuration
and active exhaust extraction. A finer mesh, in the vicinity of the substrate, was employed to account
for the influence of the temperature gradient and boundary layer formation. A no-slip boundary
condition was prescribed on the domain walls, the exit of the system (i.e., exhaust) was defined as
outflow, while the velocity out of the injector was defined as inlet velocity (i.e., based on total flow
rate). In addition, any experimental apparatus walls that were controlled by water cooling were
approximated as isothermal walls within the numerical models. A constant temperature condition
was applied to the substrate surface. Pressure-velocity coupling was obtained using the SIMPLE [19]
algorithm, with the discretisation scheme for pressure being second-order. To ensure stability, the
momentum, energy and chemical species transport were set to first-order upwind. In order to derive the
differential equations for expressing conservation of mass, momentum and energy, some assumptions
were made: (1) the gas mixture is a continuum; (2) gas flows are laminar; (3) steady-state conditions
prevail; (4) the equation of state obeys the ideal gas law. Under these assumptions, the differential
equations were simplified as by Yang et al. [16]. Further, due to the lack of detailed chemical data
regarding the deposition of CdTe thin film from the gas mixture, one overall surface chemical reaction
on the substrate was considered [16]:

DIPTe(g) + DMCd(g) + H2 → CdTe(s) + Res(g) (6)

where Res(g) represents all the by-products of the reaction. The following Arrhenius expression was
used to express the rate of the reaction:

k = ATβe−
Ea
RT (7)

where A is the pre-exponential factor, which relates to the reaction frequency between the precursor
molecules, Ea is the activation energy to initiate the reaction, R is the universal gas constant (8313
J/K·mol) and β is the temperature exponent. The pre-exponential factor was set to A ≈ 1016 s−1 [20],
the temperature exponent βwas set to 0 and the activation energy Ea was set to 59.62 kJ·mol−1.

All simulations were conducted on a Fujitsu Celsius W510 ProGREEN workstation, with a
Quad-Core Intel Xenon, 3.3 GHz and 16.0 GB RAM, running the commercial CFD software ANSYS
Fluent (ANSYS, Canonsburh, PA, USA).
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Static Mode – Deposition Profile

A series of CdTe thin films were grown with td = 20 min, Ts = 430 ◦C and FTotal = 0.5 L/min.
In order to study the deposition profile behaviour, the RFO sizes and active exhaust were varied,
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Parametric variables for static mode (locations of RFO-A and RFO-B are shown in Figure 1).

Configuration RFO Size (mm) Active Extraction
(RFO-A) (RFO-B) (Torr)

S-1 0.5 0.7 −10
S-2 0.7 0.5 −10
S-3 0.7 0.5 −15
S-4 1.0 0.5 −10

RFO - Restricted Flow Orifice.

The deposition profiles shown in Figure 4 highlighted that thin-film growth was strongly
dependent on the RFO configuration. The change in the active exhaust from −10 to −15 Torr (S-2 to
S-3) had very little impact on the material utilisation when compared with S-2. From CFD simulations,
the velocity profile was obtained 8 mm upstream and downstream of the injector slit (Figure 5a).
The configuration of RFOs in S-1 resulted in a greater flow direction downstream of the injector due to
the extraction being stronger with 0.7mm and 0.5mm RFOs in situ for RFO-A and RFO-B, respectively.
However, by alternating the configuration, as in S-4, reduced the extraction strength downstream,
resulting in a recirculating vortex located behind the injector slit and in front of the flow guide plate.
The film thickness (d) data for the extreme cases (S-1 and S-4), presented in Figure 5b, confirmed that
the deposited profile was narrower and the peak (maximum) film thickness was greater with S-4.
This was expected to be related to the vortex generated near the flow guide plate compared with S-1,
as seen in Figure 6a,b. Figure 6 only shows the exhaust located behind the injector RFO-A, the guide
flow plate was located in this section and had a direct influence on the overall deposited layer due to
the presence of the recirculating vortex in S-4 RFO configuration. The downstream extraction point
(RFO-B) had no direct influence or change in the fluid flow pattern and, therefore, only this exhaust
is presented in Figure 6. The vortex provided an alternative route to increase residence time on the
surface of the substrate for the unreacted precursors to be recycled, therefore, increasing the material
utilisation, as shown in Figure 7. However, due to the recirculating vortex, the overall uniformity of
the deposited layer was affected with such configuration. Therefore, S-1 configuration was chosen for
dynamic mode analysis, depositing a larger uniform surface area.
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Figure 5. (a) Flow velocity profile (m/s) 8 mm in the front and behind the precursor injector slit
for S-1–S-4 configurations. (b) Mapping of CdTe film thickness profiles obtained in static mode for
deposition conditions S-1 and S-4.
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Figure 6. Path lines located behind the precursor injector slit (i.e., near RFO-A in Figure 1) around the
flow guide plate and the exhaust (a) for S-1 and (b) for S-4.
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4.2. Dynamic Mode – Deposition Kinetics

A series of CdTe thin films were grown using the S-1 configuration, with FTotal = 1.0 L/min and
vsub = 1.8 cm/min, where only Ts was varied in order to correlate the kinetic regime of the pyrolysis of
CdTe layer with CFD simulations (Figure 8a). The activation energy (Ea) of the surface kinetic reaction
was calculated from Equation (8) using the linear range from the Arrhenius plot in Figure 8a.

ln(GR) = ln(A) −
Ea

RTs
(8)

where GR is the growth rate, and R is the gas constant (8.314 J/K·mol).
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Figure 8. Using the S-1 configuration for the chamberless coating head during the deposition of CdTe,
results are displayed as (a) an Arrhenius plot of ln(GR) vs 1/T used to calculate the activation energy
and (b) a VI:II precursor ratio vs activation energy. GR: growth rate.

Saturation of GR was observed for Ts > 420 ◦C; therefore, the linear region in the lower temperature
range was used to calculate Ea, with a value of 59.62 kJ/mol. This appeared to be somewhat larger
than the results experimentally obtained by Barrioz et al. [12] (49 kJ/mol) for a slightly larger VI:II
precursor ratio for deposition in an enclosed inline MOCVD reactor (Figure 8b). Barrioz et al. [12] also
observed saturation in GR at higher temperatures (i.e., >405 ◦C), attributed to mass transport limitation
due to the Te precursor’s concentration. Despite the slightly higher activation energy, the activation
energy as a function of VI:II ratio followed the trend observed by previous authors [12,21] within
experimental errors.

Using the S-1 configuration, a series of CdTe thin films were grown for FTotal = 0.5 L/min and
FTotal = 1.0 L/min while maintaining the precursor partial pressures constant at DMCd = 3.48 Torr and
DIPTe = 1.08 Torr, vsub = 1.8 cm/min, while varying Ts (Table 2).
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Table 2. Layer thickness and material utilization as a function of Ts from 305 ◦C to 470 ◦C for Ftotal =

0.5 L/min and Ftotal = 1.0 L/min.

Total Flow T Exp (d) CFD (d) Exp (Uwmat) Exp (Uvmat) CFD (Uvmat)

(L/min) (◦C) (µm) (µm) Avd
(%)

Stdv
(%)

Avd
(%)

Stdv
(%) (%)

0.5

225 - 0.018 - - - - 1.47
265 - 0.066 - - - - 5.42
305 0.172 0.178 18.56 0.30 14.20 0.47 14.71
350 0.339 0.359 28.12 0.29 27.94 0.88 29.60
390 0.450 0.533 38.11 0.31 37.10 1.81 43.98
430 0.598 0.621 50.90 0.31 49.32 0.39 51.17
470 0.634 0.626 39.29 0.35 52.29 0.21 51.67
515 - 0.604 - - - - 49.88
555 - 0.538 - - - - 44.43

1.0

225 - 0.009 - - - - 0.36
265 - 0.046 - - - - 1.92
305 0.175 0.180 7.34 0.30 7.22 0.51 7.42
350 0.474 0.493 18.20 0.29 19.56 1.58 20.36
390 0.799 0.926 29.30 0.32 33.56 2.48 38.24
430 1.257 1.213 45.80 0.30 51.91 7.20 50.10
470 1.209 1.248 45.70 0.38 49.94 0.47 51.56
515 - 1.130 - - - - 46.66
555 - 1/133 - - - - 46.80

Total Flow – precursor total flow; T – substrate temperature. Exp (d) – experimental layer thickness; CFD (d) –
numerical layer thickness; Exp (UWmat), Exp (UVmat) – experimental results for material utilization; Avd – averaged
results; Stdv – standard deviation; CFD (UVmat) – numerical results for material utilization.

The deposited layers were further examined for CdTe characterisation. The elemental analysis of
the CdTe layers was conducted using energy dispersive X-Ray (EDX) spectroscopy analytical technique;
Figure 9a presents the elemental composition of the measured specimen. Furthermore, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) presented in Figure 9b shows the surface topography and grain structure
of the deposited layer. The utilisation of CdTe layer grown using the chamberless inline deposition
system has been achieved by Kartopu et al. [13] in a photovoltaic solar cell device and obtaining device
results comparable with horizontal (tube) MOCVD batch reactor.
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Figure 9. Material characterisation of deposited CdTe using the S-1 configuration for the chamberless
coating head; results are displayed as (a) EDX result, presenting an elemental composition of the
measured sample, and (b) SEM results, showing the surface topology and grain structure of CdTe
deposited layer.

From Table 2, it is clear that both the film thickness and material utilisation were increased with
Ts up to ~ 470 ◦C; however, a plateau was reached for higher temperatures. In relatively low Ts regime,
ranging from 305 ◦C to 420 ◦C, the deposition of CdTe was strongly dominated by a second-order
kinetic regime. Above 420 ◦C, the material utilisation reached a plateau at 50–60%, related to a mass
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transport limited regime; further study of the fluid dynamics would provide potential to reach higher
usage of the precursors. The gravimetric measurements from Table 2 provided the most reliable values,
considering that they were less influenced by non-uniformity in thickness. The variations between
experimental and simulated data could be attributed to the fact that CFD modelling uses a simplified
environment and chemical reaction (Equation (6)). Further increase of Ts above 500 ◦C reduced material
utilisation, which could be attributed to desorption of tellurium species from the growth surface,
as calculated from CFD modelling (Table 2) and previously observed by Irvine et al. [21].

Material utilisation of 50%–60% could be reproducibly achieved when the pyrolysis of CdTe takes
place at temperatures between 430 ◦C and 470 ◦C, as could be seen from Table 2. It is expected that the
residence time of precursors on the substrate surface could be further improved, leading to higher
material utilisation; this would be the subject of further investigation. At higher gas flow, the precursor
material utilisation is maintained whilst doubling the film thickness. Overall, the presented results
indicated that the use of smaller total flows (at fixed precursor concentrations) was more beneficial in
regards to high efficiency in material consumption (Figure 10).Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 11 
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Figure 10. Experimental and numerical comparison of material utilisation as a function of Ts for (a)
Ftotal = 0.5 L/min and (b) Ftotal = 1.0 L/min.

5. Conclusions

Deposition of CdTe layers using a chamberless inline MOCVD process at atmospheric pressure
was investigated. The substrate coverage, layer thickness and material utilisation were studied as a
function of deposition parameters in both static and dynamic modes. It was shown that the deposition
profile was dependent on the active exhaust parameters where the best substrate coverage was obtained
using condition S-1. However, the S-4 condition yielded a 12% increase in material utilisation (Figure 7),
having the potential to reach ~67% in material utilisation. The study also examined mass transport
limited and kinetic regimes with temperatures ranging from 305 ◦C to 430 ◦C. It was shown that
material utilisation of 60% could be achieved with the potential to reach ~70%. Material utilisation was
strongly affected by the deposition temperature and plume control. The activation energy was found
to be 59.62 kJ/mol, in reasonable agreement with previously reported values obtained using MOCVD
of CdTe for the same precursors but in closed chambers. The numerical CFD modelling correlated well
with experimental data regarding the deposition profiles, film thickness and the efficiency of precursor
usage. The CFD simulation of CdTe might, therefore, facilitate the control and optimisation in the
scaling up of the chamberless inline process (CIP) for thin film deposition.

From the results presented here, it was also notable that the CIP could improve material utilisation
for CdTe deposition compared with closed chamber MOCVD batch processes. The scalability and high
material utilisation efficiency of CIP offered an alternative process technology for high throughput
fabrication of thin-film PV modules.
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